Structure and polymorphism of class I MHC antigen mRNA.
We have used cDNA cloning and primer extension techniques to determine the complete nucleotide sequence of HLA-B7 mRNA. The 5'-untranslated sequence of the mRNA is rather short and the putative promoter has weak homology to the conventional "TATA" sequences. The 5' end and the polyadenylation site define the transcription unit of the B7 gene to be about 3.5 kb long. Comparison of the translated nucleotide sequence of this cDNA with the amino acid sequence of the heavy chain of the B7 antigen showed two amino acid differences. In addition, comparison with the sequences of the coding and untranslated regions of several HLA and H-2 genes showed that the class I histocompatibility molecules consist of four variable segments separated by three regions of homology. Analysis of the DNA polymorphisms revealed that in the variable segments the majority of the nucleotide substitutions are nonsilent, while in the homology regions the majority of substitutions are silent. Further analysis of the nature of the amino acid substitutions revealed the predominance of nonconservative replacements/changes in both the variable segments and the homology regions except the transmembrane part of the molecule. Selection at both the protein and the codon levels contributes to the pattern of mutations found in class I histocompatibility molecules.